15 a commutative diagram of continuous linear maps and Fréchet spaces such that E'n and F^ are closed subspaces of E¡l + X and F}l + X respectively, l^i'^3, and (l)n is induced from (l)n+i, neN. Suppose in the following diagram which is the direct limit of(l)n, ne N, (j)1 is surjective:
E1-> E2-> E3 (2) <f>2 <t>3
ß1. L ß2 -* F2 --> F3
Assume that for every p e N there exists r^p such that,
iffe (E?)* and g e (F,1)* such that fa2 a) = gtf, then for some h e (F2)* we have fa2 = h<f>2 on E$.
Let Z'n = Ker <f>'n, i=\,2,ne N. Then for every neN there exists me N such that (a2a\Zl))-^a2(Z2).
Proof. Fix neN. There exists r^n satisfying (3)n>r. Since <px is surjective, 1(Lm)=>Fr1 for some m^r (Lemma 2). We claim that m satisfies the requirement.
Suppose the contrary. By the theorem of Hahn-Banach there exists fe (E3)* such that/is identically zero on (a2a1(Zm))~ and is not identically zero on a2(Z2).
Let G = E^ n (<f>1)~1(Fr) and </<: G-> F? be induced by fi1. Since <p is surjective, tp is open [8, p. 41, Theorem 8] . fa2a1 is zero on Z^Kerip.
Hence there exists g e (F?)* such that fa2a1=g^1 on G=>E}. By (3)",r there exists h e (F2)* such that fix2 = h</>2 on E2. fa2(Z2) = h<f>2(Z2) = 0, contradicting that/is not identically zero on a2(Zl). Q.E.D.
Lemma 4. Suppose G and H are Fréchet spaces and ip:G->H is a continuous linear surjection. Suppose {bq}qs¡v is a sequence in H converging to b and ae G with <¡i(a) = b. Then there exists a sequence {a"}qeiv in G converging to a such that <p(aq) -b", qeN.
Proof. {bq -b}qsN is a sequence in ZZ converging to zero. Suppose we can find a sequence {c"}qeN in G converging to zero such that i/>(cq) = bq -b. Then aq = cq + a, qeN, satisfies the requirement. So we can assume without loss of generality that a = 0and2> = 0.
Since >/> is open, we can choose open neighborhood bases {Vq}qeN of 0 in G and{Wq}qsN of 0 in H such that VQ+1<=v", Wq+X<= Wq, and 0(F,)=> Wq, qe N.
Since bq-¡»0, we can find a strictly increasing function p: N^ N such that if qeN and k^p(q), then bke Wq. We are going to define {aq}qeN. Fix qeN. If q<p(l), choose any q such that tf>(aq) = bq. \f q^p(\), then there is a unique re N such that p(r)^q<p(r+l).
bqe Wr. Choose aqe Vr such that ip(aq) = bq. a"->0.
Q.E.D.
II. Suppose B is a holomorphic vector bundle on an «-dimensional complex manifold M. Let Ar¿s or simple Ar-S denote the C™ vector bundle of (r, i)-forms on III. Proposition 2. Suppose A is an analytic subvariety of codimension 2:1 in a reduced complex space (X, &). Then there exist, uniquely up to isomorphism, a reduced complex -pace X' and a proper nowhere degenerate holomorphic map n: X' -> X such that (i) n induces a biholomorphic map X' -n~\A)~ X-A, (ii) for every open subset U of X' the following holds: iff is a weakly holomorphic function on U and for every x e U-n~1(A)fis (strongly) holomorphic at x, then fis a (strongly) holomorphic function on U.
Proof. Let ¡f be the sheaf of germs of weakly holomorphic functions on X which are (strongly) holomorphic outside A. We need only prove that Of is coherent. Then the construction and uniqueness of X' and n follows the same line as §4, pp. 118-122 of [10] .
To prove the coherence of SP, we can assume without loss of generality the following:
(i) X is a complex subspace of an open subset G of C such that 0^(G(9\J)\X for some coherent ideal-sheaf J2' on G and X={x e G | JX^0X}.
(ii) There is a holomorphic function u' on G such that u = u'\ X is a universal denominator on X.
Let <9' be the sheaf of germs of weakly holomorphic functions on X. Let &~ be the gap-sheaf of u'a0 + J with A as the exceptional subvariety [17, p. Proof. The proof of Satz 3, p. 17 of [3] , with trivial modifications yields this result. Q.E.D.
We introduce the following statements (where J*" is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex space A"):
If dim X=n and X is reduced and has no compact «-dimensional ( 'n branch, then Hn(X, 3F) = 0.
._." If dim X=n and X is reduced and has only a finite number of (B)
compact «-dimensional branches, then dim Hn(X, &)<co. ,. ,t If dim A"=« and X is reduced and normal and has no compact «-dimensional branch, then Hn(X, !F) = 0. Since ¿fr.F/jfr+1J*\ l¿r¿m-l, and 3P\3TSF can be regarded as coherent analytic sheaves on the reduction (X, 6) of (A", 3?), by (B)* and by induction on r we obtain dim Hn(X, ^r¡3fr^r)<ao for l¿r¿m. Proof. By Lemma 5, we need only prove (A)*, and (B)*. Let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on an n-dimensional reduced complex space (X, (9) . Let B=o(X).
(i) Assume that B has no compact (n-l)-dimensional branch. Let n: F-> A'be the normalization of X. Since n is proper and nowhere degenerate, R"n(n ~ \F))=0 for q ä 1. Hence is finite-dimensional if X has only a finite number of compact n-dimensional branches.
(ii) The general case. Let A be the union of all compact (n-l)-dimensional branches of B. Let n: X' -» X he the partial normalization of A" with respect to A. 0* = R°n(x£) is precisely the sheaf of germs of all weakly holomorphic functions on X which are (strongly) holomorphic outside A. o(X') has no compact (n-1)-dimensional branch, because any compact (n-l)-dimensional branch K of o(X') is contained in n~l(A) and hence A" is normal at any point x of K that is a regular point of o(X'), which implies that dim K^dimx o(X')^n-2 [10, p. 115, Lemma 3] . Let Ja ß he the ideal-sheaf of A and J'=n~x(J).
Let <€ be the ideal-sheaf on A" defined by <<i* = {.y e c\ | 50*«=^} for x e X. <€ is coherent and {x e X | if* ^ f*} c /4.
Let {^(}i6/ be the set of all branches of A. Since At, i e I, is compact, the Hubert Nullstellensatz [5, p. 97, III.A.7] implies that there exists p:I->N such that »c^ for xeA, and i el. Let J^tt"1^) and F" = R°nÇF'). We have a natural map A: F -> F". It is easily verified that
for xe Ai and ¡' g I. Let ./( <= 0 be the ideal-sheaf of At, i e I. <é¡=]~li£l ,/f(i) is a coherent ideal-sheaf on X. Let 9' = ir-\9). By (7) X(Fx)^R°n(<g'F')x for jtel-a(4 Let <S" = X($F)
n RtiriV'P'). Then Supp (R°v(9'&r')l9') e a(^).
ZZr(A", Z?°7r(^,jr')/^") = 0 for r = n-1, n. The cohomology sequence of 0 -> âT -* R°n(TF') -» R0n(T^')l^" -+ 0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since 7T is proper and nowhere degenerate,
From (8), (9), (10), and (11), we conclude that dim Hn(X, ^)¿dim //"(A", <3'&'). Since a(X') has no compact («-l)-dimensional branch, the result follows from (i). Q.E.D. Proof. By Lemma 6 and by induction on «, we conclude that it suffices to prove that (A)# => (A)t.
Suppose J5" is a coherent analytic sheaf on an «-dimensional reduced normal complex space X having no compact «-dimensional branch. We need only prove that Hn(X, ^) = 0. We can assume without loss of generality that A-is connected. 
dim ZZ£(G)(G-Z, J^) = dim ZZn(G", .F) <oo (Proposition 5). H$(G)(G-Z,^)
is generated by the cohomology classes defined by a finite number of elements tx,...,tke rt(G)(G"-Z, &n). Let5i = í¡|G-Z, 1 ^i^.ThenSuppSiCGnSuppí¡, l^i^k.
Since G" n Supp í¡ is compact and disjoint from Z, d(Supp s¡,Z)>0, l^¡i¿k.
sxZ .., sk e rT(G)(G-Z, £Pn). We claim that the cohomology classes defined by sx,..., sk generate H$ia)(G-Z, F).
Take u e FT(G)(G-Z, &n). Let 8 = ¿(Supp u, Z)>0. Let D = G u (A(Z) n (7).
Define Se T(D-Z, £Pn) by setting w=w on G-Z and m=0 on UÔ(Z) n G-Z. Since Bi n(L -K°-Ue(Z)) is a compact subset of B¡ -Z for ieJ and / is finite, there exists 0<S<£ such that d(xhZ)>8 and B¡ n (L-K°-Ue(Z))<=Ai¡ó for i e J. We claim that Z? and 8 satisfy the requirement. Suppose í is a global holomorphic section of a holomorphic vector bundle on X-K-UÔ(Z) and s is identically zero on X-L-Ub(Z). Since for ieJ Au6 is a connected open subset of X-K-U6(Z) and xieAiiôn(X-L-U6(Z))^0, s is identically zero on Ait6. The result follows from
Lemma 12. Suppose A is a subset of X-Z such that A-Uxlk(Z) is compact for k e N. Then A is a closed subset of X-Z.
Proof. Suppose {xq}qeN<^A is a sequence approaching xeX-Z as a limit. Since K={x) U (\JqsN{xq}) is a compact subset of X-Z, d(K, Z)> \jk for some keN.
{xq}qeN<^A-UXik(Z). xeA-Uxlk<=A, because A-Uxlk(Z) is compact.
Q.E.D. are the restriction maps. We obtain (2) as the direct limit of (l)p, p e N. By Proposition 7 and Lemma 3, we need only prove that, for every pe N, there exists r^p such that (3)",r holds.
Fix p e N. Set K=Envx(X3~), L = X{, Y=X2, and e=l/4p. K is compact (cf. Lemma 1, p. 333 of [11] ). We can find a compact subset F of F containing K and 0<S<£ satisfying the requirement of Lemma 11. Choose l/8<reN.
We claim that (3)p>r holds.
Suppose fe (Fr3)* and g e (F,1)* such that (13) faWr = gtf. All rows except the first and all columns except the first are exact. Since Supp s n Xx n Un(Z)=0, we can choose by diagram-chasing sJ=C(U, 5Q for 0^i',y^n-l, i+7 = n -1, n-2, and heZn~iQX,^r) such that (i) ii_!=/xi, sij + 1=<pjsij and jj+1 = 8ij for Oái'^n -2 and i+j=n -2, and í3_1 = An, (ii) the restrictions of s) (0^i,j^n-l,i+j=n-l,n -2) and n to 11^ n i7"(Z) are zero. By diagramchasing, we can find g e Cn_1(U, !F) such that h-f=8g. Q.E.D. (14) °~cq + Pxdq = ßbq, and cq -> 0 and dq -»-a. Since H*(U2, ^)xH"(fß2, &), there exist eq e C1"1^, J5") and/, g ZP(U2, J*"), q e N, such that (15) 8eq + p2fq = bq.
From (14) and (15) ¥ixfeZn-1(U\X2,^r). We have to prove that there exists {/,},6Ar<=ZB-1(U,^) such that cc(fq)-y ß(f). By Proposition 10 there exists ge Cn~2(Vi\Xi, 3F) such that for some k e Nf+ 8g is zero when restricted to U| U2-"(Z) n X2. Suppose we have found {fq}qsNcZn'\\\,3^) such that a(fq)->ß(f+8g). Let ge Cn-2(U,^) he the trivial extension of g. Then a(fq-8g) -> ß(f). Hence we can assume without loss of generality that the restriction off to U| U2-"(Z) n X2 is zero. Let Uj = U| A", -Z, l¿/¿3. Let«=/|U2. 
S^p,9 is the identity map on ZP(U2, S0-"(B)). [September From (16) we conclude that if u e CP(U2, £°-q(B)) and the restriction of u to lt2| U2-'(Z) n X2-Z (19) is zero for some r e N, then the restriction of (f>p,q(u) tô Take/eZ"(11, J5"). By Proposition 8 there exists gm e Cn~1(Um, 3?) such that /|Um = Sgm, meN.
